I" Introduction Wa base our considerations on Zermelo-Fraenkel sat theory with the axiom of choice. In particular: an ordinal coincides with the set of all its predecessors, a cardinal is an initial ordinal. Every well ordered set is isomorphic with an ordinal (ordered by e) and every set X oan be well ordered isomorphi r cally to a oertain cardinal {which is called the cardinality of X and denoted by |X|).
' We denote cartesian produot of the family {A i :ie i} by IT A< and its cardinality by fT . If (Vie I) Lot ^ be a partial order of a se.t P and x,y e P. We call x 8 y incomparable if x*£y and y^x" A set of mutually incomparable elements is called antiohain. An m-antichain is an antichain of cardinality m e Every antichain is included in a uaximal antiohain.
An initial segment of P is a est of the formjyeP:y«x] and.it is denoted by x). If AQP then the set (yePs(ExeA)y«x ] is denoted by A).
A subset P 1 of P is called cofinal with P if {V is P)(3 y e P.,) x<:y i.e. if P = P^). Let m be a cardinal* The least cardinal n such that the set m (ordered by e ) contains a cofinal subset of cardinality n is denoted by cf(m). If cf(m) = a then m is called a regular cardinal. If |l!< cf(m) and (V i e I)•IXJ| < m then I I J X., I < m. The reader who needs more 1 iri 1 basic or advanced informations on set theory and cardinals can find them in [l] or [2] . Let n(P) be the least cardinal n such that (Vie p)|x)| < n.
We call P a set with small initial segments (s.i.s.) if n(P)< |P|. One can prove without difficulty that a linearly ordered set is not a set with s.i.s. It is easy to find examples of partially ordered set with s.i.s., e.g. antiohains. The family P of all finite subsets of a certain uncountable set is another such example (P is ordered by inclusion, obviously n(P) -tf 0 ).
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that in many cases (and under some assumptions of set-theoretic naturealways) partially ordered set P with s.i.s. is "thiok", i.e. it contains a iPl -antichain.
II. Introduction *? the results and problems Theorem 1« . If P is an infinite partially ordered set with s.i.s. and m is an arbitrary oardinal less them |P| then P contains an m-antiehain.
Theorem
2. If *P io an infinite partially ordered sot with e.i.s. and cf(|P|)>n(P) then P contains a |P| -antichain.
Theorem 3. Let P be a partially ordered set wit.. s.i.e., cf (I Pi) < IPI and P satisfies the following condition l.
( + )» m <|P| for each oardinal k<cf(|P| ) and eaoh cardinal m<|P|. Then P contains a |P|-antiohain. Corollary 1* If P is a partially ordered set with a.i.B. such that cf(|P|) • then P oontains a |P|-antiohain.
Proof. If P is a countable set then the proposition is a consequence of Theorem 2. If P is uncountable then it satisfies trivially the assumptions of Theorem 3 (k is finite), For some cardinals I Pi fulfilment of the condition (+) depends on certain additional axioms of the set theory. The following corollary is an easy example of such situation when eaoh oardinal satisfies the desired condition. Corollary 2.
If the generalized continuum hypothesis holds then every infinite partially ordered set P with s.i.st oontains a IP|-antiohain.
Proof. If P is a regular oardinal we can apply The are m 2. Otherwise of(|P| )< |P| and P » tf^ for a limit or;;-nal V. Time for ordinals «, ji < A whsre r = max (a t p). The condition (+) is satisfied and we can apply Theorem 3.
'"he natural problem on antichains arises in the sets whioh ax-o beyond the reach of Theorems 2 and 3 i.e. such sets P with s.i.e. thfct there exist cardinals m<IPI and k<cf(iPI) and $ 0 < of(IPI )*;n(P)< IPIig m k .
Tliis prob.ie-3 r-?mains unsolved (at least by the author of this paper), Jr. particular the following problem is open (it seems À* Ratkowski to be the simplest case of the above situation)* Assume that IP| « 2 0 and that all initial segments of P are at most W 1 countable (i.e. n(P) -j^). Does P contain an -antichain?
(by Theorem 1 it contains an antichain of an arbitrary cardinality less than tf, ). We shall now prove now that
III. Proofs
Let us assume that n(P)<^. Thus Pn(Pj / Let a be an arbitrary element pf Pn/p)> a e Pcx for eacha<n(P) and therefore it is comparable with some awe (as .A» is a maximal antichain in P«)» But if a^aathen aeAQ) what implies a 0 P Thus a^-ga for aacha^ n(P). It Í3 eaty to set. ihat aa / njg for a <n(P)t a i fi>, Henoe |a)| ^n(P) whioh contradict b the assumption.
Assuna now (in spite of the conclusion of Theorem 1) thrfc there exists a oardinal m <|P| such that for »very ordinal (4) |Aa|<o.
Inequalities (3) and (4) . $ ^Aj 5 is an antichain by the inductive assumption. Let us assume now that a e Cp ¡i and be CQ, ^ for someoc/). Thus a^b by condition 1 and point 4 of Lemma 2. Let b^a. It implies that beaJnD^ ^ hence, by (7) and (6), bef0(&) in spite of (8). Thus b4a.
We define now a set C by the following two equalities P « -n C o<,/3' «^<cf( I PI) C -U Pa, a < cf{ | P| ) C is an antichain. Indeed, if aeP" and be Pa for some 1 2 o<2<cf( I PI ), then for an arbitrary we ot>tain ^at a & C^ a and be C0 a Thus a, b belong to U Ct and they are incomparable by condition 6.
